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Introduction
trend toward greater

substitution of machines for labor to increase

The
output per man and decrease costs of operation has proceeded rapidly on
New England dairy farms since the end of World War II. The increase in
mechanization raises several problems on these farms. The increasingly largej
investment in machinery and equipment means correspondingly high annual
machinery and equipment for established dairymen.
capital outlay necessary for the purchase of farm machines is
often an important barrier to young people who are interested in starting

costs of ownership of the

The large

dairy farming.

Both the increase in numbers of machines and the general rise in prices
have increased the value of the machinery on farms. If the equipment on 28
Connecticut farms which were a part of the sample for this study had been
bought new at 1949 prices, the investment would have averaged S10,600 per
farm, or about $380 per cow. Investment in machinery would equal investment in livestock and it would be about half the investment in land and
buildings.

One aspect of the mechanization of dairy farms is the duplication of
machines from farm to farm and the small annual use of each machine.
Many specialized machines are used for only a few hours in a year.
A tractor-drawn corn planter, for example, costing about $225 with
an annual ownership cost of $35 per year, may be used only three or four
hours in a year. A baler involves a capital outlay of as much as $2,400 and
has an annual ownership cost of about $580, yet it may be used no more
than 50 hours in any one year.
Objectives

This study has three objectives:
1.
To learn the amount of work done on New England dairy farms
with machines in performing field operations, the custom services that are
available to farmers for hire, the performance rates of both owned and hired
machines, and the charges for different types of custom work.

2.
To outline a method of deciding upon the
ganization of machinery for a dairy farm.

optimum economic

or-

*Mr. Frick is Agricultural Economist, Production Economics Research Branch,
Agricultural Research Service, U.S.D.A., stationed at the University of New Hampshire;
Mr. Weeks was formerly Agricultural Economist, Bureau of Agricultural Economics,
U.S.D.A., stationed at the University of Connecticut; Mr. Fellows is Associate Professor of Agricultural Econoiaics, University of Connecticut.

reducing costs of dairy production and
and large dairy
farm by reorganization of owner-operated equipment, by joint ownership
patterns, and by more extensive use of custom-operated equipment.
3.

To

test the opportunities for

for increasing

farm income on

a typical small, medium-sized,

Source of Data

—

Three farming communities
one each in New Hampshire, Connectiand Massachusetts
were selected as representative of New England
dairying. Types of farm organizations, size of farm units, and intensity of
operations were the criteria used in selecting the areas. Specialized dairy
farms predominate in the Lebanon area of Connecticut, less intensive dairy
farms in the Ashfield area of Massachusetts, and moderately extensive dairying in the Belmont area of New Hampshire. Records of the farming operations in 1949 were obtained through interviews with all dairy farm operators
in each area. In addition, operators of custom farm machinery who did work
in these areas were interviewed to obtain information on their operations.
These records include the basic data on which the study was developed.

cut,

—

Custom Services
Many custom

services are available to most New England farmers. Among
the reasons for the increase in availability and variety of these services are:
(1) the equipment shortage during World War H, including the practice
of issuing purchase certificates only to those operators who would agree to

make machines

available for neighborhood use; (2) technological improvements, especially the rubber tire and hydraulic lift, which have adapted machinery to rapid and easy movement over the highways; and (3) the introduction of specialized, costly machines, such as the pickup baler, field-forage
harvester and bulldozer, which are new to many farmers and which require
specialized operating

and servicing

skills.

Types of Custom Operators

Custom work is now done by two major groups of operators. The first
group consists of those farmers who want to supplement their income by offfarm work or those who buy a more expensive machine than they feel they
can afford for their individual use. The second group is composed of operators who specialize in custom work and do little or no farming. The first
group is the most numerous. County agents, machinery dealers, and farmers
supplied names of 104 individuals in Connecticut and 46 in New Hampshire
who did custom work in 1949, but they indicated that their lists were incomplete. Generally, these farmer operators perform a number of services although they do not supply the highly specialized types of services. The second
group is small; only 12 men were listed who could be classified as specialized
custom operators and some of them did some farming or were engaged in
other business activities such as selling machinery and equipment or operating school-bus routes. But individual operators frequently perform many

on a large scale.
custom
operators generally indicated that there had beeji
Specialized
some drop in volume of work since 1946. They attributed this to the wider
availability of machinery and the improved financial position of farmers.
They indicated that they were planning to adjust to this situation by dropping
services or a single service

which they considered unprofitable. They would either specialexpand into fields in which no services are now availwhich new machinery has recently been introduced.

certain services

ize in specific lines or

able or in

Custom Services Available

The 60 farmers and 12 specialized custom operators who were interviewed were equipped to perform the 43 different services listed in Table 1.
Table

Land

1.

—

Types of Custom Services Available

Preparation

Plowing
Harrowing
Steam sterilization

Potato dusting
Potato spraying
Orchard spraying
Cultivating

Fertilizer spreading

Lime spreading
Manure spreading
Bog harrowing
Crop Planting

Tobacco planting
Potato planting
Corn planting
Bean planting
Grass seeding

Crop Cultivation and
Protection

Crop Harvesting
Mowing hay
Raking hay
Baling hay
Threshing grain
Corn binding
Field-chopping hay
Stationary chopping
Potato digging

Combining grain
Corn picking

in

New

England

in

1949

Land Improvement
Land clearance

Wall removal
Stone picking
Drainage work
Brush plowing
Pond digging
Miscellaneous

Barn spraying

Pumping
Buzz sawing
Chain sawing
Snow removal
Trucking

Manure loading

Long-hay loading
Baled-hay loading

Weed

spraying
Corn dusting

Preparing the land and harvesting the crops were services offered by
number of operators. Field-forage harvesting and weed spraying

the greatest

were undergoing the greatest expansion

in 1949. The total quantity of hay
baled is steadily increasing. Volume of hay baling per operator appeared to
be declining but this probably was due to the increasing number of custom

balers available.

The greatest amount of custom work performed in terms of dollar volume
was land clearing (bulldozing), which is a very specialized type of work particularly suited to custom operation. Compared to most other jobs, hourly
rates are high. Farmers now are especially interested in land-improvement
work, partly because of the recent establishment of Soil Conservation Service
districts throughout most of New England.

Custom Services Hired
Information obtained in three dairy areas studied indicates the custom
by dairy farmers. In Lebanon, Conn., 28 specialized dairy
farmers whose milking herds averaged 28 cows paid a total of $9,757 for
custom work on 10 operations in 1949 (Table 2). Custom work was done on
683 acres, or about 7 percent of the total acreage on which crop- and landimprovement work in the area was done. Job or equipment hours totaled 912
and total man-hours of labor were 1,112, or slightly less than 7 percent of all
man-hours used for crop- and land-improvement work on these farms.
services hired

Table

2.

—

Custom Work Hired for Operations on Crops and Land Improvement
by 28 Dairy Farmers in Lebanon, Connecticut, 1949

Table

4.

—

Custom Work Hired for Operations on Crops and Land Improvement
by 19 Dairy Farmers in Belmont, New Hampshire, 1949

18

Table

6.

—

Work Performance

for Specified Jobs as Reported by
Farmer Custom Operators, and by
Dairy Farmers for Work on Their Own Farms, 1949

Typical

Rates of

Specialized and

Job Time per Acre
Tractor Equipment Furnished
by Custom Operator or

Job

Used by Farmers

All

Specialized

Farm-

Farm-

er

ers

Custom Custom Custom

on

Table

7.

—

Typical Prices

Charged

for Specified Jobs as Reported

by

All

Custom Operators, 1949

they set their prices on the basis of what they would be willing to pay for
the same services. Detailed cost analyses apparently had little part in establishing the rates charged. As would be expected from these types of ratesetting principles, the prices charged by custom operators varied considerably.
The distance to and the size of the job were factors in the price charged.
Most operators made no charge for travel time within their immediate neighborhood. Some, however, charged for the total time going from and returning to their headquarters; others charged for travel time only one way.

Some

raised their hourly rates for the more distant jobs to compensate for
the greater travel time. Jobs requiring less than a half day are frequently
priced at a higher rate than jobs that involve more time.

Method

of Determining an Economic Organization of

Machinery and Equipment
Arriving at the optimum economic pattern of machines and of their ownership for a farm involves evaluation of the work load for the specific jobs to
be done and the capacity of various types and sizes of machines for performing the jobs within the seasonal time for the work. Having chosen the
alternative machines and combinations of machines from the view of physical production, the next step is to compute the machine and labor costs for
each combination to arrive at the least-cost combination for the particular
farm.

Machinery and Labor Costs

Annual ownership costs include interest on investment, taxes, fire insurance, housing, and that part of depreciation that is associated with age
and obsolescence of the machine. In general, ownership costs per year for
farm machines are 10 to 15 percent of the purchase price of new machines
Power-take-off and auxiliary engine-driven machines have the higher annual
cost rate. Table 8 shows annual ownership charges for some of the more
important farm machines. Depreciation, as a part of ownership costs, is
figured on the basis of a useful life of from 8 to 18 years, depending on the
amount of use of the machine. If a machine is used many hours each year
it
probably wears out before it depreciates through obsolescence; if it is
used only a few hours, time depreciation alone is important. Interest is computed at the rate of 4 percent, taxes at the rate of 20 mills (2 percent) and
fire insurance at the rate of ^7.50 per $1,000 (0.75 percent) on half the
original investment. Housing varies from S2.00 to S6.00 a year, depending
on the size of the machine.
Direct operating costs vary with the amount of use of a machine. These
costs include such items as gas, oil, grease, twine, spray materials, repairs,
and, as indicated previously, that part of the depreciation due only to use
of the machine. 2 The bulk of New England farm machinery is seldom used
enough each year to depreciate from use. A charge for wear depreciation is

2 For a discussion of "time depreciation" and "wear depreciation" see 0. J. Sco"Fixed and Variable Elements in the Calculation of Machine Depreciation", Agricultural Economics Research Vol. 1, Number 3, Bureau of Agricultural Economics,

ville,

USDA,

July, 1949.
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Table

8.

—

Prices

and Annual Fixed Ownership Costs

for

Equipment, 1949

chines, but it averages about 10 cents an hour for the relatively slow machines
and 50 cents an hour for the more complicated, high-speed machines.

Typi-

cal direct operating costs

which include wear depreciation are given

9 for the more important machines.
Table

9.

—

Typical Direct Operating Costs, 1949

in Table

In determining the

optimum combination

of machinery, the labor used

operate or service the machinery and equipment represents a real cost
if it is hired or if it is family labor for which there are alternative uses on
the farm. In general, the more scarce and therefore the higher priced farm
labor becomes the more profitable it is to substitute machinery for labor,
and to choose the correct machine for a particular job.
to

Machinery Ownership Patterns

The most economic organization of machinery for a specific farm is
further influenced by the relative cost of alternative ownership patterns. If
it costs less to hire the services of a machine than to own and
operate the
machine, ownership by the farm operator

may

not be desirable.

A

discussion

which a dairyman can obtain the services of the
machines needed in his farming operation is the major theme of this bulletin.
The five alternative patterns of machinery ownership studied were as
of the alternative

ways

in

follows:

Self-owned equipment.
Joint-owned equipment.
Custom-hired equipment.
A combination of self-owned and custom-hired equipment.
A combination of self-owned equipment, custom-hired
equipment, and custom work off the farm.

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

Self-ownership has the obvious advantage of having all production
equipment readily available to complete the job in as timely a fashion as
the performance rate of the machinery will permit. But it requires control
of considerable capital for investment in machinery and equipment. Also, all
ownership and operating costs associated with the machinery must be carried by the individual farm business.
Joint ownership of farm machinery by two or more farmers is one way
to reduce machinery costs for a single farm. One corn planter, plow, lime
spreader, or other such machine can readily do the work on two or more
farms. If jointly owned, the capital investment and annual ownership costs
would be divided between the cooperators. But this type of ownership is not
in New England. Apparently other problems associated with cooperative ownership and use of farm machines more than offset any economic
advantages, except for a few farm operators who have special ties or aptitudes for cooperating.

common

Use

of

custom services

is

much more common than

joint ownership. It

by a payment for the service, many of the strains which joint
ownership imposes on personal relationships between farmers. Although it
still requires cooperation between the
hiring farmer and the custom operator who may be a neighboring farmer, this type of cooperation is easier to
obtain and the working relationships appear to be more satisfactory for a
larger number of farmers. In other words, custom hiring provides a method
of reducing machinery costs under certain conditions for a large number of
eliminates,

farmers.

Problems of Comparison of Costs for

Owned and

Custom-hired Machines

Using custom services presents problems that are associated with the
when to own or when to hire. The time required to do the job

decision as to

14

vary as between custom-hired and self-owned equipment, as shown in
Table 6. But the major problem when comparisons are made between substitution of custom services for self-performed work has to do with esti-

may

mation of

costs.

In comparing the costs of owning equipment or of hiring work done,
only machines that do the same type of work and produce the same quality
product should be compared. For example, comparing the cost of owning
a hay baler with the cost of hiring a field-forage harvester for making grass
silage is not sufficient, because the choice between these two machines involves the whole question of the economy of grass silage versus field-cured
hay. To obtain a correct comparison, some consideration must be given to
the change in income that is directly attributable to the change in product.
the decision as to whether to buy labor-saving machinery or
job done with similar equipment, the annual ownership costs of
power equipment such as tractors or trucks generally are not considered. The
reason for this is that tractors and trucks are usually retained on farms regardless of the quantity of work custom hired. The annual ownership cost
of a tractor is a fixed farm expense. The addition or elimination of one job
does not change the ownership cost of the tractor, which must remain on the
farm for other uses. But suppose a farmer is considering whether to own

In

making

to hire the

or to hire a field-forage harvester, in which the "bundle" of equipment involves a second tractor or truck to be used only with the harvester. In this
case the fixed costs of the additional power would be allocated to the single
job. Under these circumstances, one cost of doing the job with his own
equipment would be the fixed ownership cost of the additional power equipment. Another and more obvious situation in which this principle would not

apply would be the case in which all jobs are custom hired. Under these
conditions all units of power could be disinvested along with the machinery,
which would be custom hired.

When a farmer buys labor-saving equipment or custom hires his job
done, farm labor is usually freed from that particular job and is thus available for other uses. If this labor can be put to productive use or if it can
be removed from the payroll, as in the case of day labor, then some price
must be placed on it. In actual practice, custom hiring frequently frees only
the labor of one man and then only for part of a day. Hence making a quick
adjustment in the farm business to absorb profitably this limited amount of
labor is difficult. If a farmer can make up productive use of small amounts
of free time, a zero value should be placed on such labor. But if the labor
can be used profitably the procedure recommended is to value the freed
labor at the approximate community wage rate or at about Si. 00 an hour.
In summary, the information that should be assembled for making a
decision as to whether to own or to hire a machine is as follows: (1) the

work to be done, (2) the performance rate of the machines (simishown in Table 6), (3) the price changed by the custom operator
(similar to that shown in Table 7), (4) the annual fixed cost of owning
the machine (similar to that shown in Table 8), (5) the direct operating
costs to the farmer who performs the job (similar to that shown in Table
^
9), and (6) the value of the labor saved.
amount

of

lar to that

When to Hire and When to Own Farm Equipment
New Hampshire Agr. Ext. Serv., Ext. Cir. 302 (1951).

3 G. E. Frick and S. B. Weeks,

on

New England

Dairy Farms,
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Problems

in

Computing Costs

of Providing

Custom Equipment

for Hire

Farmers need the type of information outlined above if they are to
appraise the pricing of custom services. Direct operating costs, annual costs
of ownership, costs of labor, and the performance rate for the machine in
question must be considered in order to establish the correct charge on an
hourly rate.
to

The charge per hour made by the farmer custom operator must return
him enough money to pay for direct operating expenses, such as gas, oil,

and grease. In addition, a charge for labor must usually be
costs of doing custom work off the farm include the loss of

made

as the

income that
charged should be

might have been earned on the farm.'* Therefore, the rate
approximately in line with the earning capacity of labor when used for the
farm business.
Conversely, as in custom hiring, no annual ownership costs usually
to be assigned to units of power, such as tractors or trucks used in
doing custom work. These units usually must be maintained on the farm
even if custom work is not performed. But if it is necessary to buy an additional truck or tractor exclusively for custom work, the ownership costs
should be charged to the custom service.

need

Liability insurance is a small but advisable expense associated with doing off-farm work. A general policy covering personal liability for all homefarm operations must be bought in order to have coverage for custom work.
The costs and benefits of the general policy relate to all farm operations.
For that reason, the cost of the general policy
the fixed ownership aspect
cannot be considered as a machinery cost but rather as one of the entire
farm. Only that part of insurance cost which covers custom work specificially
is an operating cost. The amount paid for this coverage is small (about
SO. 50 per SIOO.OO of custom-work receipts) and it varies with the kind of
machine, the amount of use, and the price charged per hour. Hence the direct
operating cost per hour was not calculated here. But liability insurance is
a small expense that should be considered when doing custom work.

—

—

In the setting of prices for services performed, the specialized custom
operator and the individual farmer doing limited custom work differ. This
is mainly because of the different cost position each occupies. A full-time
or specialized custom operation must cover all his fixed costs of operation,

such as depreciation, housing, taxes, and repairs. He must also pay for his
direct operating costs of fuel, materials, and labor. In addition, he must receive some pay for himself as manager and interest on his investment in
equipment. Any earnings left above these charges would be profit. An individual farmer, however, has only to charge a minimum price for custom
to the direct operating costs and the extra labor expense. Any
returns above this minimum level of direct operating costs will represent a
payment toward the fixed costs already incurred and borne by the farm business. Any payment toward these fixed costs, which is earned by custom work,

work equal

is

more than would have been obtained had no custom work been done.

4 S. B. Weeks and G. E. Frick, How to Make Money Doing Custom Work,
Hampshire Agr. Ext. Serv., Ext. Cir. 303 (1951).
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New

Integrated Machinery and Other Resources on
Typical Dairy Farms
Farming

is a complex business in which the various resources and techniques
used in production must be properly combined to produce the greatest satisfaction for the farm family. This goal may consist either of obtaining a
maximum net farm income or a somewhat smaller income with more free
time for the farmer and the elimination of hard work. Several alternative

organizations of machinery are tested from these two viewpoints, although
major emphasis is on ascertaining combinations of machinery that will
maximize net farm income. Certain combinations of machines which are
efficient in terms of completing work requirements speedily and easily are
costly to own and operate.
We now proceed with an economic appraisal of alternative adjustments
of machinery and equipment that could be incorporated in the organization
of typical farms described in an earlier report of this series.^ These dairy
farms are representative of 1-, 2-, and 3-man operating units. In tejms of
size of herd, they represent farms with 10-14, 25-29, and 35-39 cows, respectively. Sixty-seven percent of all commercial dairy herds in New England fall within this range of 10 to 39 cows.
In the earlier report selected adjustments were made in the organization
and management of crop and livestock production on these dairy farms to
suggest and test some types of changes which operators of similar farms
might consider, and to demonstrate a method of estimating changes in costs
and returns. The adjustments were evaluated within a framework of specified
physical input-output relationships, assumed prices for inputs and outputs,
and the pattern of family ownership of productive resources that is common
to the area.

The effect of new technology upon production efficiency was demonstrated
by showing the charactertistics of the farm business before and after changes
were made and by estimating the change in net farm income through the
use of a farm budget. The budget or farm plan is the best method for
specific adjustments on an individual farm. It is
recognized that adapting specific practices to a given farm mav encounter

measuring the impact of

recommendations. But the analysis for typical
farm situations indicates the desirable direction of change.
In the following sections of this bulletin the monetary and nonmonetary
effects for several alternative patterns of machinery are appraised from the
view point of their use on these farms. Full ownership of cropping equipment
by the operator, joint ownership by two or more operators, hiring all cropping work performed by custom operators, and combinations of ownejship
and custom hiring are the alternatives considered. All other phases of the
farm business are the same as set forth in the previous report.
rigidities that will limit over-all

Farm

A — A

Small Dairy Farm

As usually operated, farm

A

carries 14 cows, 3 heifers each

more than

a year old, 4 heifer calves, and a family flock of chickens. The combination
of equipment is built around a small tractor and low-bed wagon for hauling
5 I. F. Fellows, G. E. Frick, and S. B. Weeks, Production Efficiency on New England Dairy Farms, 1. Preliminary Appraisal of Cost Reduction Opportunities, Storrs,
Conn. Agr. Exp. Sta. Bull. 283 (1952).
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hay and corn. The farm truck is the half-ton pick-up type. Cropland consists
of 34 acres; 5 in corn silage, 2 in new seeding, and 27 in mixed hay. There
are 50 acres of permanent pasture and pastured woods.
In the reorganization of this farm, in the earlier report, adjustments
to more cows, more fertilizer materials, and barn finishof
The
hay.
ing
acreage in the farm and the labor force are adequate when
used more effectively. A small additional investment in buildings would be

were limited largely

required. Output of both crops and livestock would reflect improved managein the many phases of the production process. Table 10 summarizes
as developed in the
the proposed crop and livestock organization for farm

ment

A

previous study in this series.
Table 10.

—

Suggested Crop and Livestock Organization of Farm A,
a Typical, Small New England Dairy Farm

Alternative

1

—

Recommended Combination

of

Self-owned

Equipment

one-man farm has a small workload for machines, it has
same jobs to be done as do the larger dairy farms in the area
(Table 12), The operator of farm A is faced with the problem of getting all
these jobs done properly and on time without incurring larger fixed costs
than can be met from his small volume of business. To handle the workload
with his own equipment means that he must have a substantial inventory of
as power units and mistillage, planting, and harvesting equipment, as well
cellaneous items. The list of machines in Table 12 represents the optimum
combination of mechanical powered machinery that would meet the functionAlthough

this

essentially the

requirements of the cropping program with the available labor supply.
Direct operating costs of this combination of machinery with no charge for
labor would amount roughly to $179 a year and total machinery costs would
amount to $950 a year.
al

Alternative 2

—

Joint

Ownership

Joint ownership, as an alternative machinery ownership pattern, might
not influence operating costs but it would materially reduce the fixed-ownership charges that must be carried by each farm operator. For example,
assuming that the machinery investment, except that for the farm truck and
hay-unloading equipment, can be carried equally by two farms, annual
ownership and operating charges exclusive of labor would be reduced from
$950 to about $593.

This example indicates the type of adjustment in costs that would rejoint ownership of cropping equipment. But not enough farmers
have shared ownership of machines to provide data on cost characteristics
for an evaluation of this alternative ownership pattern. Operating costs
might be increased by additional travel for the equipment, by less complete
control over maintenance by either operator, by depreciation because of wear,
and similar disadvantages. The quality of the product might also be influenced adversely by these factors. An evaluation of this alternative, as an
opportunity to reduce production costs, must be related to the particular
circumstances that accompany each situation.
sult

from

Alternative 3

—

Substitution

of

Custom-hired

for

Self-owned

Machinery

The organization of machinery on farm A was analyzed to determine the
economies that might be brought about by substituting custom-hired for
self-owned equipment in all field operations. It did not appear feasible to include general power and transportation work. The costs for custom-hired
services shown in Table 13 are based on the workload for farm A shown in
Table 11 and the prices charged by custom operators as shown in Table 7.
The total cost of hiring the cropping operations would be $1,480, which
would be $530 more than the ownership and operating costs for owned machinery if no charge is made for labor of the farm operator (Table 16). But
if his labor were valued at $1.00 an hour and freed hired labor were not released, it would cost only $4 more to custom-hire all crop work than to do
it with owned machinery. This small
change in total cost would affect unit
production costs very little and net farm income would be reduced by $4
19
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13.

-

it would be profitable to custom-hire corn
planting, grass seeding
O'
and corn harvesting. Total costs for owning and operating other cropping
machinery and for the custom work hired would be $861 per year compared
with $950 if all the machines were owned (Tables 12 and 14), Capital
invested in cropping machinery would be reduced by about 27 percent.

torn work,

Table 14.

—

When

Equipment Combination and Annual Cash Costs for Equipment Services
Part of the Cropping Equipment Is Owned and Part Is Hired,
Assuming Farm Labor Is Not a Cost, Farm A

Table

15.

—

Equipment Combination and Annual Cash Costs for Equipment Services
Part of the Cropping Equipment Is Owned and Part Is Hired
Assuming Farm Labor Has a Value of $1.00 an Hour, Farm A

When

Operation

farm A are so organized that the labor force is utilized
seasonal capacity. This means that no adjustments in custom work
for other farmers are feasible unless the labor for operating owned equipment off the farm can be freed by hiring some work done on the farm in
the same season.
Several good adjustments that would combine some self-ownership, hirsome
custom work, and providing some custom work are possible within
ing
the framework of farm A. Through the hiring of certain custom services,
the labor freed could be utilized in providing services to other farmers with
different machines. Under actual conditions, the particular combination of
livestock systems of
to

its

machines would depend on the supply of custom services in the neighborhood
as well as on the demand for particular services. It would also be influenced
by the desires of the farm operator and by his individual capabilities. Consequently, only a few of the better alternative adjustments are analyzed here.
If the labor freed could earn a minimum of Sl.OO an hour, hiring the
plowing and harrowing, the planting, cultivating, and harvesting of corn,
and seeding grass, would result in a saving of S180 (Alternative 4) over

operating

all

would save

self-owned equipment (Table 17).^ Hiring these six operations

a total of 135 man-hours. If the farmer could utilize this freed

time doing custom work for other farmers, he could earn some additional
income. An examination of the seasonal distribution of the freed labor indicates that all of the 135 hours, except 28 hours of seasonal hired labor freed
by the custom silo-filling operation, could be utilized in doing the custom
jobs of spreading fertilizer and manure, and mowing hay. The 28 hours of
seasonal hired labor could not be used for doing custom work off the farm,
as the farm tractor is used on the farm in combination with the hired custom
silo-filling outfit. But it is assumed that this seasonal hired labor freed by
the hiring of custom services is not released.
Arbitrarily dividing the 107 hours equally among these jobs, the net
returns from the three custom-performed jobs, deducting operating and labor
costs, would amount to $225.^ The original saving of S180 in costs of ownership and operation through custom hiring compared with owning all farm
machines is reduced to S129 because of the increased expense involved in
doing off-farm custom work. But this complete adjustment, which involves
both hiring and doing custom work, increases net farm income by .$354 over
that obtained by owning all farm machines and doing no custom work (Table

17).

10

As an alternative, only the planting and harvesting of corn and the seeding of grass might be custom hired and the time thus freed used to increase
the work on the other three jobs which were included as custom hired above.
In this way, the work load on the three jobs not hired
plowing, harrowing,
could be increased by doing enough custom work on
and corn cultivating

—

—

8

The

situation

which assumes that farm labor

is

not a cost cannot be tested in

this alternative.

9 Dividing the time equally does
above operating costs for the various
example, manure spreading returns a
per hour, including a wage of $1.00
assumed a value of $1.00 an hour for

not assure the highest income as the net returns
custom jobs are not necessarily the same. For
net of $3.53 per hour and plowing only $2.99
an hour. Labor costs are deducted as we have

farm labor.

hired labor freed by the hiring of custom services could be released, total
farm costs would be reduced $157 while net farm income would be increased 1354,
compared with owning all farm machines and not doing any custom work. The cost of
producing 100 pounds of milk would be reduced by $0.13.

10

If

24

Custom hiring the planting and
would free 65 hours of the time
of the farmer and seasonal hired help which could be used in doing custom
plowing, harrowing, and corn cultivating. Again it is assumed that the hired
labor freed by the hiring of custom services is not released. Dividing the 65
hours equally among plowing, harrowing, and corn cultivating would increase
these jobs to justify ownership of machines.
harvesting of corn and the seeding of grass

—

net returns by S57. Hiring the three operations
planting corn, harvesting
would reduce total machinery operating and ownercorn, and seeding grass
ship costs by $182. The complete adjustment involving both hiring and doing
custom work decreases total costs only $137 because of the increased costs

—

incurred by doing custom work off the farm. This complete adjustment,
which involves both hiring and doing custom work, increases net farm income by $194 compared with owning all farm machines and doing no custom

work (table 17).ii

Some of the advantages in income from these two adjustments which
combine various ownership patterns is the result of relatively high rates for
doing some custom jobs. With increasing competition for custom work this
kind of relationship cannot be expected to continue. For that reason care
should be taken in analyzing such examples, and too much emphasis should
not be placed on the absolute differences in money incomes or costs.
Summary

of Alternative

Ownership Patterns

Table 16 summarizes the effect of three investments in machinery on
farm income, farms costs, and cost of producing milk for the situation in

—

Comparison of Investment and Costs and Returns for Alternative Patterns of
Ov/nership of Machinery, Assuming Farm Labor Is Not a Cost, Farm A

Table 16.

which labor freed by adjustments in the pattern of ownership of machinery
can be neither productively employed nor removed from the payroll. Of the
three ownership patterns listed in Table 16, Alternative 4, partly owned and
partly custom hired, would result in the lowest costs and the highest net
farm income. With this pattern of ownership, investment in machinery would
be reduced by $1,990, or roughly 30 percent below that of entire self-ownership. The cost of complete custom hire. Alternative 3, would increase total
costs considerably but would require no capital investment for machinery.
It is clear that hiring certain cropping operations done would reduce costs
and increase net farm income even though the freed labor could not be released or used productively on the farm.
Table 17 is a similar summary in which it is assumed that the labor
freed can be productively employed and that it would earn $1.00 an hour.
Four alternative ownership patterns can be appraised when labor is given a
value.

Alternative 5

custom work done

—

-

with machines partly owned, partly hired, and with
farm
would result in the largest net farm income.

off the

—

— Comparison of Investment and Costs and Returns for Alternative Patterns of
Ownership of Machinery, Assuming Labor Has a Value of $1.00 per Hour and
Labor Freed Through Custom Hiring Is Not Released, Farm A*

Table 17.

It would not result in the lowest cost of production per unit, although costs
would be reduced. Investment in machinery with Plan I of this pattern of
ownership would be as low as with Alternative 4, self-ownership and customhired, but with Plan II it would be slightly higher. Alternative 5 illustrates
the effect on income of increased specialization of machinery. Ownership of
certain machines would be avoided by custom hiring. With the labor freed,
custom work could be done with some of the remaining equipment owned by
the farmer. Thus the workload for the farm labor force would remain the

same.

The relative influence of different adjustments on costs and net farm income is noteworthy. Lowest costs per unit are not necessarily associated with
the highest net farm income. This analysis points out the fallacy, from the
viewpoint of individual farmers, of emphasizing too much the costs of
production.

Farm B

— A

Medium-sized Dairy Farm

As operated, farm B

is a 26-cow dairy farm with 18 youngstock and a
Cropland consists of 69 acres: 7 in corn silage, 6 in new seeding, 5 in
improved rotation pasture, and 51 in mixed hay. There are 120 acres of
permanent pasture and pastured woods. The combination of equipment is
built around a medium-sized tractor and a l^/^-ton platform truck. Two horses
and some horse equipment are also maintained. Adjustments suggested for
this farm in the earlier report indicate that more intensive use of existing
resources would produce a greater size of business without increasing the
workload if suggested managerial techniques were followed. ^^ Under the
revised plan the output of both crops and livestock would reflect improved
management. Some shifts were made in use of cropland although no land was
added. A small additional net investment was needed for some changes in
buildings and equipment.

bull.

Table 18.

—

Suggested Crop and Livesfock Organization of Farm
a Typical Medium-sized New England Dairy Form

B,

Production in Tons

Crop
Corn

silage

icres

of

Hay Equivalent

The revised cropping and

livestock plan outlined in Table 18

as a basis for testing alternative patterns of machinery and
ganization. As with the small farm, only the aspects of the

was used

equipment orfarm business

associated with the. use of machinery and equipment were analyzed in detail.
Estimates were made of the effects of alternative equipment patterns upon
additional farm costs and additional farm returns.

The cropping operations showing both crop

acres and acres of

work

given in Table 19.
Table

19.

—

Operation

Annual Acreage Associated with Cropping Operations, Farm B

Acres of Land
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This substitution would cost Sl,848 more than the ownership and operating
costs for owned machinery if no value is placed on the labor of the farm
operator, but only Sl,009 more if this labor is valued at $1.00 an hour and
freed hired labor is not released. ^^ In both cases the substitution of custom
services would relieve the operator of a capital investment of $7,925 at new

machinery prices

in 1949.
Alternative 4

—

Owned and

Partly

Partly Hired

If the farm labor freed by custom work is assumed to have no value,
would be profitable to custom hire the same operations as were suggested
for the small dairy farm
planting and harvesting corn, and seeding grass.
Total machinery costs for the cropping program would be $1,253 a year
a saving of $95 when compared with all self-owned equipment. Capital investment in cropping machinery would be reduced by $1,990, or about 25
it

—

—

percent.
If the labor on farm

B had a value of $1.00 an hour and the hired labor
freed by the hiring of custom services could not be released, the same three
jobs mentioned above and plowing could be custom hired profitably. Total
cash costs for cropping machinery would be $2,032 a year compared with
^^ The investment in
$2,187 if all the machines were owned.
cropping equipment would be $2,150 below that for complete ownership, or about 27 percent.
Alternative 5

—

Partly

Owned,

Partly

Custom Hired, and Custom Work Off the Farm

Several arrangements are possible in combining self-ownership, hiring
custom work, and providing custom services. But only two possibilities are
discussed.

In the analysis of Alternative 4

—

when labor has

a value, hiring four

cropping operations
plowing, planting corn, seeding grass, and harvesting
corn
would free a total of 115 hours. But 26 hours of hired seasonal
labor in this total cannot be used for doing custom work off the farm because the farm tractor and farm operator would be helping the custom operator
to fill the silo. This leaves a total of 89 hours free at a time when some custom
work could be performed off the farm. Arbitrarily dividing this custom among
corn cultivating, harrowing, and mowing would result in an increase of $140
in income, after deducting labor and operating costs. Total ownership and
operating costs would be reduced $103 compared with self-ownership of
equipment. Assuming that the 26 hours of freed hired labor is not released
but is used productively on the farm, the complete adjustment involving both
hiring and doing custom work would increase net farm income by $295
^^
compared with entire ownership.

—

•

13 If hired labor freed by the hiring of custom services could be released, it would
cost $889 more to custom-hire all crop work than to do it with owned machinery. The
cost of producing 100 pounds of milk would be increased by $0.38 and net farm income
would remain the same whether or not the labor was used on the farm or released.
hired labor freed by the hiring of custom services could be released, cash costs
a year compared with $2,187 if all the machines were owned. The
cost of producing 100 pounds of milk would be reduced by $0.08 and net farm income
would be increased by $155.

14

If

would be $2,006

If hired labor freed by the hiring of custom services was released, total farm
would be reduced $129 and net farm income would be increased $295 compared
with owning all farm machines and doing no custom work. The cost of producing 100
pounds of milk would be reduced by |0.06.

15

costs

30

As a second possibility, only the seeding of grass and the harvesting of
corn would be hired. Custom jobs done off the farm would be plowing,
harrowing, and planting and cultivating corn. The custom-hired jobs of
seeding grass and harvesting of corn would free 85 hours of labor, of which
26 hours is seasonal hired help that could not be used for doing custom work.
The remaining 59 hours of operator labor would be equally divided among
the four off-farm custom operations. Assuming that the 26 hours of freed
hired labor is still employed and used on the farm, the complete adjustment
involving hiring and doing custom work would result in an increase in net
farm income of S241, compared with entire ownership. Total ownership and
operation costs would be reduced by $107 compared with self-ownership of
equipment.

^^

Summary

of Alternative

Ownership Patterns

The results for farm B are similar to those for farm A. Of the three
ownership patterns compared in Table 21, in which labor is assumed to have
no other productive employment. Alternative 4 (partly owned and partly
custom hired) would result in the lowest cost and the highest net income.
Investment in machinery would be reduced also. Substitution of complete
custom hiring for self-owned machinery avoids investment in machinery but
increases total costs considejably.

—

Comparison of Investment and Costs and Returns for Alternative Patterns of
Ownership of Machinery, Assuming Farm Labor Is Not a Cost, Farm B

Table 21.

Total

Investment
in

Ownership
Pattern

Farm
Machinery*

Ownership
and
Operating
Costsf

Difference Between Complete
Ownership and Alternatives

Table 22 it is assumed that the labor freed can be
and
that it would earn SI. 00 an hour. Alternative 5
productively employed
(self-ownership, custom hiring, and custom work off the farm) would result
in the highest net farm income. But this alternative would not produce the
lowest costs per unit of production, although costs would be reduced.
In the

—

summary

in

Comparison of Investment and Costs and Returns for Alternative Patterns of
Ownership of Machinery, Assuming Labor Has a Value of $1.00 an Hour and
Labor Freed Through Custom Hiring Is Not Released, Farm B*

Table 22.

The reorganization suggested
revision in hay-harvesting

in the earliex report was built around a
methods and barn chore work.^" Both of these

adjustments would require considerable capital. The major improvement
in barn chore work would be the installation of a gutter cleaner. Cropping
operations would involve a shift to grass silage and investment in a field
forage chopper and associated equipment. There were also suggestions for
a general intensification of the livestock and cropping programs through
shorter rotations, increased levels of fertilization, and better management of
the herd. Through the improvement in quality of roughage, some increase in
production of milk would occur.

Table 23.

—

Suggested Crop and Livestock Organization of Farm C,
a Typical Large New England Dairy Farm

Table 24.

—

Annual Acreages Associated with Cropping Operations, Farm C

Operation

Plowing
Harrowing
Spreading manure
Spreading fertilizer and lime
Seeding grass
Harvesting hay and grass silage
Pasture maintenance

Acres of Land

Alternative 4

Assuming no value

—

Partly

Owned and

Partly Hired

for labor freed through the substitution of

custom

for self-performed jobs, it would be profitable to hire only the seeding of
grass done on a custom basis. This would result in savings of only $14 and

machinery investment would be reduced by only $175, or 2 percent. The
workload for the machines on farm C is large enough so that hiring only
the grass seeded would be profitable even if freed labor is valued at $1.00
an hour. The total investment in machinery would be reduced by only 2
^^
percent and total machinery costs by $20.
Alternative 5

—

Partly

Owned,

Partly

Custom Hired, and Custom Work Off the Form

The

profitable hiring of only one cropping job, with either wage assumpunder Alternative 4 limits the alternatives that could be developed for
doing custom work ofE the farm. Custom-hiring grass seeding done frees only
four hours of permanent labor. Assuming that custom plowing could be done
with the freed labor, the complete adjustment involving both the hiring of
grass seeding done and doing custom plowing would increase net farm income by $31 and decrease total machinery costs by $17. ^^
tion,

Summary

of

Alternative

Ownership

Patterns

Table 26 summarizes the effect of the various ownership patterns on
farm income and costs when labor freed because custom hiring is substituted
for owned equipment cannot be productively employed on the payroll. Al-

— Comparison of investment and Costs and Returns for Alternative Patterns of
Ownership of Machinery, Assuming Farm Labor Is Not a Cost, Farm C, 1949

Table 26.

though the opportunities for profitable custom hiring are limited on farm
C, Alternative 4, which combines self-ownership with some custom hiring,
would result in the lowest costs and the highest net farm income. This alternative would also reduce the investment in machinery required. Complete
custom hiring of all cropping jobs would increase costs considerably, but
would have the advantage of eliminating the need for any capital investment
in

machinery.

— Comparison of Investment and Costs and Returns for Alternative Patterns of
Ownership of Machinery, Assuming Labor Has a Value of $1.00 an Hour and
Labor Freed Through Custom Hiring Is Not Released, Farm C*

Table 27.

Total

Investment
in

Ownership
Pattern

Farm
Machineryt

Ownership
and
Operating
CostsJ

Difference Between Complete
Ownership and Alternatives

Summary and

Conclusions

Most New England

dairy farms are relatively small in terms of use of farm
crops. The problems of fitting and adapting modern
labor-saving machinery to this type of farm is one of the major farm-management problems in this area. But mechanization on New England dairy
farms has proceeded at a rapid rate. With increasing mechanization, estab-

machines

lished

in

work on

dairymen and young people just getting started in farming must
machinery and must carry high annual ownership costs.

in-

vest heavily in

Greater mechanization

is contributing to the long-time trend in specialdairy farms through the rise of custom services for
performing many operations that involve the use of farm machinery. Hiring
certain jobs custom-performed often reduces costs of production and frees
capital and labor for use in producing more milk. Many types of machines
and services are now available for hire by farmers in New England. These
custom services are provided by farmers and by specialized custom operators.
However, the bulk of the custom work hired by New England farmers is

ization

on

New England

done by farmer neighbors, who do custom work as a

sideline to full-time

farming. Frequently, they supply only a single type of service such as baling
hay, planting corn, or harvesting forage. Others who operate farms, but who
are not fully employed on the farm, do several types of seasonal custom work,
such as preparing gardens in spring, mowing and raking hay in summer,
and sawing wood and removing snow in fall and winter. In 1949 expendi-

work by all types of farms in New England amounted to
Of this total it is estimated that dairy farmers hired about
million dollars worth of custom work done.

tures for custom

5.6 million dollars.
3.5

An

analysis was made to determine the optimum combinations of equipthe best ownership patterns for typical 1-man, 2-man, and 3-man
farms.
This analysis shows that if all field jobs were done by self-owned
dairy
machines, the optimum combination of equipment would require an investment at 1949 prices of about $7,200 for the small farm, $7,900 for the 2-

ment and

man

farm, and $9,300 for the large farm.

Each

of these farms could benefit by hiring certain jobs done rather
than using self-OAvned equipment. The small farm, because of the limited
Avorkload for many operations, would benefit most from this adjustment.
It could profitably hire several tillage, planting, and harvesting jobs that have
some latitude as to the time when they must be done. Opportunities to custom
hire profitably would be limited on the large farm.

An

additional alternative in patterns of ownership of equipment is to
field equipment and to custom-hire all cropping operations. This
would eliminate the rather substantial investment required in self-owned machinery. But from the viewpoints of cost and income it would be less attractive than the other alternatives on the 2- and 3-man farms. On the small farm

own no

complete custom hiring would compare favorably with self-owned equipment
if the farm labor freed by custom hiring had an alternative productive use.

The

all three farms appeared to be a foundawith
certain jobs hired and certain others
equipment
the farm for neighbors. Such a program would maximize net income

best ownership patterns for

tion

of self-owned

done

off

38

but would not result in the lowest cost of producing milk. The relative advantage of this adjustment would vary by size of farm, being greatest for
the small farm and least for the large farm.
Joint ownership of farm machinery by two or more farmers would be
of reducing costs of investment on each farm, as many of the
machines could readily do the work on two or more farms. But this type
a

method

of ownership

is

not

common

in

New

England. Apparently other problems

associated with cooperative ownership and use of farm machines more than
offset any economic advantages, except for a few operators who have special

aptitudes for cooperation.
It is evident that most dairy farms should be equipped with certain
foundational machinery and equipment such as a tractor, manure spreader,
and mowing machine. These types of equipment are used in repetitive jobs
and often are not suited for custom hiring. For small farms of 18 cows or
under, many of the other cropping operations could be profitably hired done
at present prices for custom work. For larger farms, opportunities for economically using custom-hired equipment become fewer. But for many jobs,
even on larger farms, use of custom-hired machinery and equipment is economical and capital requirements can be materially reduced through their

use.
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